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Reading guide to this document 

This document presents general aspects of how connected industries utilize the Internet of Things (IoT) followed 

by introduction of how to create new business models and connected products/solutions. 

 

Section 1: Connected Industries 

The convergence of technologies creates possibilities that affect virtually all companies and industries. Markets 

disappear and others emerge at an unprecedented pace. Innovative new start-ups or existing players from 

isolated verticals may become tomorrow’s strategic competitor or partner. This section dives into why and how 

this is happening. 

 

Section 2: Business Innovation 

Identify business cases and evaluate the potential with the accumulated experience from business model patterns 

applied across hundreds of companies. Glaze’s structured and adaptive business innovation process is specifically 

suited companies that will unleash their IoT-potential. 

 

Section 3: Technology fundamentals 

This section is an introduction to some of the technical terms and structural elements that constitutes an 

infrastructure for a connected industry. Selecting the optimal products, components and connections should be 

based on thorough evaluation by Glaze’s senior advisors.
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Connected Industries 

This section is divided into three subsections: 

1. Digital Dilemma: This section introduces a case that illustrates many of the challenges that traditional 

companies face. Connecting the business to digital services may pose an opportunity of growth to counter 

the eroding market. 

2. Industry Benchmark: The Industrial IoT is the so-called fourth industrial revolution – this section captures 

the highlights from Industry 4.0. 

3. Major Trends: Significant trends adding up to ‘A Perfect Storm’ of technological capabilities, product 

lifecycle management, digital renewal to the value chain, and the value of advanced statistics. 
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1 The Digital Dilemma 

Every traditional business may be impacted by digitalisation. Whether a company is directly or indirectly affected 

by the fourth industrial revolution, this document will offer an introduction to the Industrial Internet of Things 

including numerous examples of how other companies have created value in this space. 

Consider a Scandinavian market leading mailbox manufacturer that has experienced a dramatic decrease in their 

key market demand and is side-lined in the only segment with growth: 

-70% 
approximate decline in Denmark for traditional mail and 
letter distribution from 2000 to 2015  

-50% 
of the population has opted out of printed advertisements  
– even the business itself is aware the paper ad media is 
dying 

+10% 
internet package world market cumulative annual growth 
rate (CAGR) between 2010 and 2014 
 

The dilemma is that the distribution of courier parcels has increased due to booming internet purchases with the 

additional service of returning unwanted goods, while The Danish Post suffers, with companies like GLS and UPS 

having captured the increasing demand for deliveries. How does the mailbox manufacturer tap into the digital 

potential? 

Deutsche Post has joined forces with DHL to escape a similar death spiral and have thus created growth from the 

booming parcel deliveries. 

The mailbox manufacturer is aware of the market and technology trends; they wish to stay relevant in the value 

chain of domestic mail and parcel handling. Several carriers competing to offer door-to-door delivery open a 

window of opportunity for the mailbox company to integrate with each their systems: access to the box; checking 

if already occupied; notifying and communicating with the mailbox owner, etc. 

What is the future role of the mailbox? What are the (digital) options of this company? 

• Can they mitigate the variation of handling logistics across all delivery suppliers? 

• Will they survive in the future where Amazon has been granted a patent of “Airborne Fulfilment Centres” 

sending drones directly to the front door?  

• Can they support dairy and food distribution if integrating refrigerating features?  

• Can they exploit the data and knowledge they gather by being the pivotal point of all parcels to and from 

a significant part of the population, their purchasing habits etc. across postal service and parcel delivery 

suppliers? 

This document outlines trends, processes, business models and technologies that gives a qualified hint of how 

many businesses can address their digital dilemma. 
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2 What is IoT – the Internet of Things? 

The Internet of Things will allow manufacturers and service companies to track their products’ individual 

properties during the manufacturing process. Once taken into use by the customer, the product will report back 

on usage and data leading to possible improvements. Analytics based on advanced statistics will flag warnings to 

enable preventive or predictive maintenance to minimise faults. Further, by recording general habits of end user 

behaviour new business ventures or services can be extracted. The collected data will be handled by advanced 

data handling algorithms and statistics to help identify trends and patterns in those vast data pools collected.  

Approximately 5 billion mobile phones are in active use (as of 2017). Each of us have in our pocket a powerful 

computing platform capable of much more than the original GSM features of voice calls and texting had 

anticipated. The mobile network now forms an Internet of People. 

 

Figure 1: Simple diagram showing devices linked via networks to the Cloud and data-presenting Applications 

The Internet of Things will offer the next step in connected computing. Adding connectivity to devices – things – 

exemplified on the left side of Figure 1 will throughout automated functionality in the cloud offer new 

convenience or insight as shown on the right side. Cisco and Ericsson have predicted more than 25 billion 

connected devices in use within few years and regardless that these numbers are disputed dependent on whom is 

being asked, the general direction is very clear. 

Simple sensors – whether used to indicate a burned out light bulb or transmitting the air pressure in the tire of a 

car – will be embedded virtually everywhere as the cost per unit is steadily plunging. The graphs of Figure 2 show 

that despite the Average Sales Price (curve) has plunged since 2010, the volume increase (red columns) ensures a 

steady growth in sales (blue columns). 

Consequently, larger and more complex units will communicate, monitor or pre-process gathered data. The 

performance of electronics is steadily doubling approximately every 2 years according to an observation Intel 

founder Gordon Moore made in 1965. 
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Data collected from thousands of installations will be 

managed in data centres – the cloud – and used for 

performing analytics with statistical tools extracting 

otherwise unknown correlation. The amount of data 

stored in the cloud currently grows exponentially which 

demands an ability to visualise graphically any 

behavioural trend to help producing insight through the 

complexity of the material. Drag-and-drop-tools assist 

rapid prototyping and developing new services or simple 

dashboard applications for customers to monitor e.g. 

compliance to air quality criteria in commercial buildings 

– continuously and if needed anonymously 

benchmarking to thousands of similar installations.  

The inevitable consequence to everyone is that new digital market entrants will disrupt and cannibalise the value 

chain of existing business structures at an unprecedented pace. Throughout this document we will mention 

examples of business areas already highly impacted: currently leading players are either scrambling to redefine 

themselves or they will be challenged on their business model and profits from new digitally focused entrants. In 

the market someone eventually will profit from a ripe business model – and better cannibalising own business 

than giving it away to others. 

2.1 Four industrial revolutions 

“The First Industrial Revolution used steam 

power to mechanize production. The Second 

used electric power to create mass 

production. The Third used electronics and 

information technology to automate 

production. Now a Fourth Industrial 

Revolution is building on advances of the 

Third. It is characterized by a fusion of 

technologies that is blurring the lines 

between the physical, digital, and biological 

spheres” – Professor Klaus Schwab, World 

Economic Forum 

For every previous industrial step as listed in Figure 3 the access to energy and new machinery generally has 

changed the pace of development in parallel with optimised manufacturing procedures. Steam powered 

machines could move or manipulate proportionally more goods than a horse or man powered equipment. With 

the introduction of electrical machinery, the work division along the assembly line invented by Henry Ford’s 

outpaced the existing full work cycle of a traditional craftsman, thus enabling mass production.  

The third revolution as mentioned above introduced electronic computations and gradual automation of 

repetitive work processes. Yet within the time span of each of the first three revolutions the efficiency was 

linearly improved – assembling 500 units still took 10 times more resources (time, material, power, factory floor 

space, distribution) as producing 50 units. 

Figure 3: Four industrial revolutions per World Economic Forum 

ASP = Average Sales Price 

Figure 2: Correlation between unit price and total volume 
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The fourth revolution introduces exponential rather than proportional growth ratio: when any new digital service 

can be accessed from e.g. Amazon’s seemingly indefinite server capacity its propagation to the market is a matter 

of how contagious the business proposition is, not physical constraints. There is no direct cost associated to 

distributing millions of copies of software to a smartphone – the link is totally separated from physical limitations 

such as calculating the amount of equipment and staff to assemble a device. Due to spare capacity the contract 

electronics manufacturer Flex (former Flextronics) offers similar scaling on hardware goods based on modular 

components delivered in 10 or 10.000 or 10.000.000 samples. 

 

Figure 4: The speed of reaching the first 50 million customers 

The contagious nature of friction-less exponential growth nurtures the “winner takes all” tendency as illustrated 

in Figure 4, yet the leading position may fade quickly unless supported by substantial and enduring advantages for 

the end user. Does anyone still play “Draw Something”? 

Representatives from the German industry and politicians have agreed to a joint charter generally applied across 

multiple domains, listing initiatives for the federal government to cater for the next revolution. INDUSTRIE 4.0 on 

the manufacturing floor signifies a paradigm shift away from centralised to more decentral and smart 

manufacturing and logistics – collecting and adjusting production according to real time measurements. Once 

installed the products will be monitored and supervised to predict errors and optimise service attendance. 
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“” 

SKF industrial bearings 

As an illustrative example SKF, the Swedish roller bearing manufacturer, 

has increased net turnover 50% by adding a digital services business of 

monitoring and maintenance to their original core product of small steel 

balls. By measuring vibrations on machinery running on SKF bearings they 

can validate correct mounting and subsequently analyse a known vibration 

pattern from the installed bearings, then overlaid vibration of the healthy 

machinery connected. An advanced analytics algorithm recognises the 

contribution of individual components from the accumulated acoustic 

spectrum allowing SKF to identify sources of unknown or malicious 

vibration patterns thus guarding the installation life cycle. 

 

SKF has developed advanced services and technologies to maintain, monitor, repair and 

optimise your assets throughout their operating life. SKF is providing the optimum replacement 

parts at the right time and helping customers to optimize asset efficiency. 

SKF web info 
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3 Trends 

 

Figure 5: Technological factors contributing to “the perfect storm”. 

The opportunity of IoT driven business is to a wide extent based on three tendencies: Cost, capabilities and 

convenience. Although the cost of sensors, bandwidth and processing has continuously been diminishing and 

more advanced functionality made possible, the history of technology is littered with countless examples of 

product introductions which did not live up to expectations set from the announced performance (IBM’s OS/2) or 

were ahead of time (Apple Newton).  

The lessons learnt are to search for a profitable solution to a real problem or desire – not to develop tech gadgets 

disregarding the customer. The following paragraphs list evolving factors to the perfect storm: trend blurring 

previous distinctions of technology products; the risk of missing new and unorthodox market entrants; how new 

possibilities emerge to allow lifelong product improvement to stay relevant; and driven by data insight. 

3.1 Technology trend: device merger 

In 1991 most of the companies delivering the products on this Radio Shack advertisement (Figure 6) did not 

anticipate each other eventually to become potential competitors. However, soon after the mobile network 

absorbed the phone answering machine. Then the tape/CD player was replaced by an iPod successively 

succumbing to network streaming services, and apparently, the convenience of having a still camera and video 

recorder available any time in the pocket is a stronger driver than a high quality SLR camera or camcorder. 

The iPhone 7 has more than 1000 times more transistors than the original PC Pentium requiring reciprocally less 

energy per computational transaction. Heat dissipation per bit of information calculated or transmitted is reduced 

with every new generation of silicon integration which also contributes to diminishing cost of the components 

and sensors required to collect and compute data.  
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3.2 Business Trend – delivering on customers’ 

expectations? 

The easy access to almost indefinite computational power 

poses a threat to the traditional companies with a dedicated 

purpose and tangible machined solution. New-comers may 

originate their offer from the abundance of computing 

virtually ignoring the limitations of the physical world. Hence 

the existing business owners risk becoming an add-on feature 

integrated with somebody else’s broader solution, or a mere 

supplier of goods for an ecosystem where value is extracted 

from their products. 

New market entrants do not necessarily see the existing 

business vertical as an integrated unit like the current range of 

well established companies. Newcomers experiment, simplify 

and carve out what has value or they redefine the service to 

what customers really want but never got. 

3.2.1 Newcomers carving out the ‘secret sauce’ 

A major contributor to the mobile phone paradigm shift from each-product-its-own-software-variant into the 

huge App eco systems of iOS and Android releases is attributed to eroding the originally mandatory FCC/ITU 

(telecom approval bodies) approval for the complete phone including software, menu texts & graphics.  The java 

engine encapsulated a cradle for small separated apps. Now the mobile market is all about the application 

downloads, while cellular data connectivity remains a small corner of a general computing device as customers 

may use e.g. WiFi for internet based calls. FCC/ITU has lost control of the entity but still each radio module has its 

separate certificate proving specification compliance. 

 

Apple’s iPhone redefined use of mobile services 

When Apple introduced the iPhone the entire mobile phone market was 

locked in with carriers/operators demanding full compliance to detailed 

technical specifications. Moreover the business developers had been 

accustomed to optimising every new offer to the end user’s cost awareness 

of high data tariffs in existing mobile business systems. Apple thus created a 

device with such simplicity and appeal that AT&T was willing to disregard 

their otherwise mandatory requirements to standards compliance. 

 Apple further insisted AT&T introduced flat-rate data consumption breaking the existing minimised-data-

traffic paradigm by all other product manufacturers. Consequently, the end user experienced a no-frills 

product stripped from endless menu-options lists and once connected, every application was consistently 

feeding actual data to/from the network. These factors gave this ‘why has it been so difficult until now’ 

experience by customers, effectively breaking the gridlock of the existing competition tied to an 

antiquated data tariffs paradigm. 

Figure 6: Radio Shack full page advertisement 
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3.2.2 Medical equipment going digital 

A similar development may face medical equipment verticals outside FDA’s traditional regulatory control of the 

industry. Potentially disruption looms from new business models of sensory gadgets – including sending digital 

data to an already FDA-approved cloud, compliant to harsh data storage regulations in every relevant market.  

3.3 R&D Trend: A product’s life starts when unwrapped and powered on for first time 

 

Figure 7: Waterfall model defined product development 

Product development through a stage-gate model delivers a defined feature list at a predictable quality at a 

certain date as illustrated schematically at Figure 7. Following product launch the R&D team ships the 

maintenance task to an engineering team and thus the development phase is considered completed 

Industrial components are traditionally tailor made with exact memory capacity and processor power to fit 

exactly the purpose. The slim-fit design can be traced back to a time where developing dedicated electronics, 

every bit and byte represented a considerable expense. Fully customised solutions are often in smaller production 

series too expensive compared to mass-produced standard COTS (commercial-off-the-shelf) platform offering 

versatility and full tool chain for fast development and deployment. 
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Figure 8: Continuous delivery defined product development 

Adding more processing power and memory than needed thus opens for continued product development and 

improvements after shipping as shown in Figure 8Fejl! Henvisningskilde ikke fundet.. It is evident a PC comes 

with extra space for new software capabilities and updates to the operating system, bug fixes and solutions to 

identified security flaws. 

Smaller IoT systems do not normally undergo an aftersales explosion of added functionality similar to PC’s or 

smartphones but as runtime and market data are gathered. As the numerous examples shown so far indicate, it 

may be relevant to upgrade the install base with new subscription features and parameters rather than expecting 

a resell of entire new products. Hence the ability to upgrade and improve the already in-market product may add 

business value throughout the product lifecycle. 

However, once a product enters high volume production, cost optimisation should be introduced as long as 

changes do not introduce binary breaks – that is, rendering applications and services incompatible after the 

update. 
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3.4 Pattern Recognition Trend: Knowledge from multiple devices – machine learning 

Initial data collection will not necessarily require deep insight into computing and cloud functionality. 

Accumulating data will eventually become an asset and its importance will stretch beyond the actual business 

opportunity in the making. Since experimental and standardised data collecting units are commercially available, 

setting up experimental data connectivity to the network may be arranged with an industrial cloud provider. 

Subsequently analytics tools are getting still more user friendly for visualising the findings from data stored in the 

cloud. 

A potentially valuable proposition is to search for patterns in the utilisation of a large population of behaviour 

data, then sharing the benefit of insight to everyone using the service. Manufacturers collecting run-time data 

systematically across multiple installations can foresee apparently uncorrelated events predicting faults appearing 

in turn. The capabilities of advanced statistical algorithms applied across massive data sets will reveal 

dependencies not identified by usual monitoring and reporting. 

Siemens Wind Power 

The global R&D team has merged with traditional engineering teams 

overseeing in-market devices:  A new title introduced recently as 

“Head of Research and Development and Product Life Cycle 

Management” is extending a hitherto sole focus on new product R&D. 

The role distinction embraces lifelong value extraction on running 

Wind Turbines monitoring 3.200 individual measured values each on 

7.800 turbines and identifying parameters for continuous R&D effort 

and improvements.  

Moreover the NEST is controlling a vast array of heating systems already in the market which constitutes a 

threat to eliminate the specific user intimacy of existing competitors – or an opportunity to build a strong 

b2b asset where Google feeds machine learning usage data and product specific knowledge back to 

individual suppliers for optimisation of hitherto independent heating systems. 

Google Nest 

The Google-owned NEST thermostat is learning from monitoring daily habits and 

accommodating for persons indoor or approaching the house for adjusting 

heating in advance. Google gains valuable insight in how customers behave at 

home while adding safety of smoke- and CO-detecting sensors. The electronics in 

NEST is over-specified for the rather simple task of controlling the heating system 

as defined in the first product releases – recently the system has been integrated 

with the voice operated Google Assistant. 
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Business Innovation 

Glaze’s Business Innovation and Development Framework encompasses activities, strategy, roles and deliverables 

from ideation to implementation. This section merely introduces some of these tools for identification of 

opportunities and how to evaluate business potential while exemplifying with real-life examples of IoT-

applications: 

1. Iterative Approach: The competition is already experimenting. Get started with fast iterations and avoid 

pitfalls ranging from an over-eager R&D to a damaging ‘wait and see’ approach. 

2. Business Models: Enhance traditional product sales by an added services business to in-market products 

based on data. Pursue new business models and justify the inevitable ”show me the money” inquiry when 

introducing digital services. 

3. Ideation Principles: Analyse the current situation, identify new business potential with the input from 

essential stakeholders. Evaluate ROI and risks in implementation and change involved. 
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4 Iterative approach 

Glaze recommends refining initial business assumptions and subsequent data retrieved to verify the hypothesis. 

Further we recommend forming a strong framework for concluding whether the project should be continued or 

stopped. Keep the investment low during initial experimentation phases and once evidence of a valuable 

proposition is proven, refine the first fickle mock-ups for future applicability. Most importantly is to learn and fail 

fast. 

4.1 Initial steps  

An innovative business development team will quickly produce ideas from instincts and insights to where digital 

knowledge can enable new products and services. Alternatively, existing warehoused data can be scrutinised with 

the aid of skilled data scientists to spot missed opportunities already in-house. Any idea worth testing should then 

be dismissed fast if not sustainable; hence the recommendation to fail fast throughout the initial trials to keep up 

with the threat from other competitors exploiting similar ventures in the exponential race to win. 

In other words: do not allow R&D to spend months developing a dedicated and novel solution; instead find 

inspiration from best practices already around and demand patching together generic building blocks. Test 

functional requirements quickly by Of-The-Shelf hardware modules using standard interfaces and connectivity 

supported by software tools. Modularity enables replacement of any component creating bottlenecks for the 

desired business experimentation. 

A crude presentation of the initial experiments will indicate the potential value for customers.  Data gathered 

during experimentation is analysed for a validation of the anticipated business value – and may even lead to 

unprecedented ideation. 

 

Figure 9: Iterative maturing of product ideas. 

Glaze recommends a fast initial experimental model like in Figure 9 – with off-the-shelf components and duct 

tape where needed – to test the basic idea. Iterative validation of a product concept can be viewed as firstly a 

“Works-like model”, based on evaluation circuit boards and standard building blocks. If trials indicate there is 

traction for elaboration, a “Looks-like model” where physical dimensions are in place can be tested. Finally, a 

“Feels-like model” with all nice-to-have functions and pleasant user experience is implemented. 

A part of the maturing of the product offer is to optimize for manufacturability and ensure compliance to 

platform requirements to standardise elements across the company’s product portfolio. Interfacing between 

different components and layers are not only required for managing the R&D’s internal dependencies. An 

important decision is to be made on exploitation or secrecy of API’s (Application Programming Interface) to allow 
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for sharing with external business ecosystems and enabling synergies: will the running shoe communicate only to 

own developed smartphone applications, will it conform to other 3rd party gear attached to e.g. Garmin, or will it 

send data directly to Endomondo or other social media. Which business model will bring most profits from 

collaboration or licensing with business partners? 

4.2 Hesitating – while others make the initial mistakes 

Do not expect a “wait and see – attitude” will pay off. Once it becomes visible which direction the competition 

starts pointing at it may be too late. Since year 2000 business empires have crumbled faster than ever due to 

hesitation and lack of confidence in setting a bearing. As long as new products are made in a traditional 

manufacturing plant according to the “Industry 3.0” paradigm, any major competitor can rapidly increase the 

pace of production and catch up eventually crushing the new market entrant. While successful companies on 

Forbes 500 lasted an average of 67 years in the 1920s, they typically stay on the list for only 15 years today. 

The ultimate implication for a company hesitant to react when new trends emerge is to render obsolete to the 

market. An alternative fate is becoming sub-supplier of mechanical goods where others reap the majority of the 

value from the entire business system. 
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5 Business Models 

Business models valuable for one business vertical may be applicable across completely different areas. Recent 

research suggests that a comprehensive list of business model patterns will cover the bulk of conventional 

business domains. The patterns have been repeatedly recognised as recurring patterns in sectors of chemicals, 

construction tools, machinery, electricity metering, software, audio tech, health care, telecom, etc. 

IoT technologies offer completely new business models that are also applicable to almost any industry and can be 

used in combination with traditional business model patterns. For inspiration, the following table introduces IoT-

based business models that are part of Glaze’s Business Innovation and Development Framework: 

Business model  Elaboration 

Digitally charged products 1. Physical freemium: Physical products are sold with free digital service 
(e.g., free apps, software updates); it is anticipated that some customers 
would be willing to pay extra for premium services. 

2. Digital add-on: Physical products are sold very inexpensively, but 
customers can purchase/activate various digital services at high margins 
(e.g., software programs, additional functionalities). 

3. Digital lock-in: Physical products are protected to be used with other 
digital services via sensorbased, digital handshake to limit compatibility, 
prevent counterfeits, etc. 

4. Product as point of sales: Physical products offer digital sales and 
marketing services; the customer can consume the content either directly 
or via smart devices (i.e., tablets, phones). An example would be any 
object carrying digital advertising. 

5. Object self-service: Physical products can autonomously place orders 
online. For example, a heating system automatically and independently 
orders oil to refill the tank. 

6. Remote usage and condition monitoring: Physical products can transmit 
data about their usage, status, or environment; An example would be 
Brother (computer accessories manufacturer), which started to invoice 
only the pages actually printed. 

Sensor as a service 1. Data itself is the key resource and primary currency 
2. Shared and traded within the IoT ecosystem 

 

5.1 Digital maturity model 

The following paragraphs from Glaze’s Business Innovation and Development Framework elaborates firstly on low 

hanging fruits by adding IoT elements to existing products. However, the most valuable findings from “Near 

Enhancements” towards “Future Greenfield” on Figure 10 will unfold along the road of testing customers’ 

reaction to new business models – or when novel business models emerge while stakeholders and partners digest 

and mature collected usage data. 
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Figure 10: Incremental maturity in a connected industry. 

Initial digital opportunities emerge when tracking and building knowledge of the product’s actual use. Improve 

operational efficiency by forecasting maintenance scheduling and optimising logistics internally as a quality tool 

as well as benefitting customers who in turn experience fewer incidents. 

Additionally, bundling product sales with service subscriptions create new product offers and allow feedback 

from actual usage to form input for continued product improvement in R&D. 

Based on specific insights of usage new value propositions with quantifyable financial results can be offered and 

the current products extended with integrated service contracts. Consequently when advancing from shipping 

artifacts in boxes to negotiating service and parts replacement contracts, the traditional boundaries between the 

outcome of  manufacturing and services industries are blurred. 

Autonomous pull economy refers to integrated systems where continuous optimisation of processes are based 

entirely on automation, including demand driven call for e.g. parts replacement calculated and conducted to 

minimise down time.  

5.2 Operational efficiency 

Monitoring and measuring productivity, production quality and the status of the product in operation will 

enhance and expand the value of existing business (Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11: First steps enhancing existing production and products 

5.2.1 Maintenance 

Any device enabled with sensors and a battery can connect and report its operational condition regularly. If large 

quantities are reporting their nominal state and exceptions to the cloud, advanced analytics will be able to 
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identify correlating patterns which 

may reveal novel insights and 

prediction of unknown early signals 

and indications prior to break-down. 

Figure 12 illustrates the principle of 

predictive maintenance (PdM) 

receiving early indicators on defects. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.2 Logistics 

Measure waiting time and efficiencies along the supply and distribution chain – tagging devices and calculating 

value lost by unsuspected delays. Resources can be managed and coordinated with the ordering process to 

manufacture just-in-time. 

Consistent dashboard delivers complete and up-to-date information on overall performance for assets on their 

way in or out of manufacturing or handling facilities. 

KONE Elevators 

KONE proclaimed they “will use IBM’s Watson IoT Cloud Platform to collect and 

store equipment data, build applications and develop new solutions. The platform 

will gather data from sensors and systems connected to elevators, escalators, 

doors and turnstiles in KONE’s maintenance base.”  

The manufacturer exemplifies the capability as they now dispatch technicians 

prior to errors materialising. E.g. a slight delay detected in the door opening 

sequence is statistically recognisable as an indicator for something that will halt 

the system. 

Figure 12: Predictive Maintenance (PdM) – savings by detecting early signals 
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5.2.3 Production 

Performance across multiple build lines or even factories can be measured and compared in real time. Control 

loops along the manufacturing can be used for computation of optimised handling, for faster time cycles and still 

minimising faults. 

New operations can be accelerated by Augmented Reality support for factory workers to visualise instructions in 

the actual context, together with Virtual Reality – expected to grow at a 5 Year CAGR above 100%. 

 

5.2.4 Quality 

Updated product design and manufacturing processes measured against quality plans can be simulated and 

validated before changes are implemented. 

Traceable design & manufacturing master data follows the product’s full lifecycle and allows technicians to know 

latest information on parts and service history. 

Controlling and modifying atmospheric composition and temperature in a fruit shipment prior to arrival at the 

destination renders ripening in a separate storage unnecessary. Comparing cloud data benchmarks of each 

harbour’s efficiency and quality delivered according to agreed SLA with operator on timing, power supply 

statistics, etc. 

Maersk Remote Container Management 

The system installed so far in 250.000+ 

refrigerated containers monitors individual 

units including location, power status, 

ventilation, temperature and humidity settings 

and activates an alarm if doors are opened or 

other trigger parameters are exceeded. 

Once in operation a set of derived advantages 

from the overall cloud analytics provide fuel 

savings & ability to minimising waiting time. 

Pre-trip inspections are performed auto-

matically by calculating the condition the 

container is expected to arrive at the 

inspection point instead of stacking up empty 

containers pending manual inspection.  

 

Grundfos Augmented Reality assembly guide 

The pump manufacturer Grundfos has developed a visual service guide to 

assist operators in the production line mounting delicate details.  

Viewing the pump through smart glasses or the camera of an iPad, the correct 

part can be overlaid visually with a CAD drawing as reference along with step-

by-step instructions. Every assembly step is monitored to optimise accuracy 

and timing. 

http://www.idc.com/getdoc.jsp?containerId=prUS42140716
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5.3 New Product Services 

Collecting data on a vast amount of deployed products allow for a change in business models. Further than just 

selling and shipping the product, build recurring revenues by a proactive approach to bundling with service 

subscriptions.  Feeding back sensor and usage data will allow R&D to continue the improvement of the product 

originally shipped making the in-market assets a live laboratory. 

5.3.1 Data subscription 

Customers can obtain runtime data on their products installed, thus enabling remote monitoring and distributing 

software updates on-line to replace routine service technician visits. 

 

5.3.2 Services subscription 

A business model subscribing to a service, e.g. where production machinery is looked after and complies with the 

latest precision maintenance practices. Despite the skills of the maintenance manager and his staff the demands 

to this function is tighter than ever before. Equipment maintenance is becoming more complicated because of 

ongoing technical advances and environmental and safety laws are increasingly strict. 

 

Caterpillar heavy machinery 

Caterpillar is using advanced statistics to predict when to replace critical 

machinery components in anticipation of mechanical failure. It is a lease 

business model that penalises inactivity due to quality issue. It does so by 

predicting the endurance of critical components from calculated lifecycle 

tracking thereby enabling a technician to replace a gear box with a renovated 

unit ahead of the construction company’s plans to use the machinery 

extensively. 

Farming and irrigation 

Crop farmers may be dependent on hundreds of pumps, valves and sensors to 

detect, and controllers for calculating the demand for irrigation. Rather than 

visiting any separate installation frequently to verify normal operation a data 

relaying system saves valuable time and fuel as the farmer receives continuous 

feedback via a graphical dashboard equipped with relevant gauges and 

highlight status indicators across a map display. Firmware of the controllers or 

optimised parameters can be distributed over-the-air. 

Siemens Wind Power customer’s testimonial 

“” 

Remote diagnostics has shown great benefit for the operation of wind power plants - we now 

have the ability to integrate diagnostics in our general service and repair work, schedule work 

ahead of time and bundle work - this allows for truly optimised operations. 

Niels Emsholm, Technical Fleet Manager at E.OM Climate & Renewables 
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5.3.3 New products 

Entirely new products and business models can be offered based on revelations from analysis of run-time data.  

The value of the data originating from intimate knowledge of the customer’s operation may exceed the original 

value of the physical product; hence the services model becomes a long term partnership reducing the risk of 

switching to another supplier. 

 

5.4 Outcome-based & autonomous pull economy 

The managed control of all data from manufacturing via distribution to actual operation will generate an 

unprecedented insight in how products live their lives which can be fed back to automated quality demands in 

sourcing and setting optimal conditions for manufacturing and handling. 

 

Companies may integrate single inventions with their existing products. Amazon’s B2C Dash-button used to 

program a simple delivery task – for instance mail-ordering washing detergent by pushing an internet connected 

button glued to the washing machine – can easily integrate with more complex machinery: 

 

Brüel & Kjaer calibration microphones  

Brüel & Kjær produces world class calibration and reference microphones and 

contracted with Sydney Airport operational and air traffic control compliance, 

reporting violations on night landing curfew as well as detecting engine 

reversing which is allowed purely for emergency braking. 

B&K has built a business area selling noise composition and level emphasised 

by predominant wind directions; environmental statistics contributing e.g. to 

real estate value estimation around 230 airports on five continents. 

 

GE, Rolls Royce engine lease business model  

Both GE and Rolls-Royce are now operating from a lease model selling engine 

thrust and flying time as a product rather than the engine itself. Their 

incentive is to minimise fuel consumption and keeping the engines running for 

airline companies. 

The upside will be on the continuous recurring revenues from the lease and 

maintenance model as well as a common goal with their customers to keep 

the aircrafts’ active duty cycle as efficient as possible. 

 

Brother Office Printers pay by print – integrated with Amazon ‘Dash’ 

More than 45 different Brother Office Printer models can order their own 

toner when need for re-fill using an integrated version of Amazon Dash 

Replenishment System. The manufacturer hence preserves the supply service. 

The lease model of the printer is based on a count of printed pages rather than 

a purchase of the printer itself. For years printers have been particularly 

inexpensive while the cost was imposed on the toner. This model further 

removes the Capex of the printer making it a pure as-a-service. 
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As a common denominator the companies mentioned in this brief list of examples have built new – or extended 

existing – business lines to create profitable digital services. The risk of experimentation can be managed and 

isolated until digital value has been validated to a degree justifying more thorough changes to maximise ideas and 

opportunities identified. 
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6 Ideation Principles 

It is important that idea generation is nourished with input mixed from multiple sources. Sometimes the best 

opportunities are identified while searching for something else or when inviting unorthodox stakeholders to join 

inspiration workshops. Glaze recommends having external industry experts facilitate ideation workshops while 

proposing a structured process for refining the best ideas into complete business cases consisting of budget, 

verification, solution description and project plans. 

 

Figure 13: Contributing factors to generating new opportunities 

6.1 Contributing to opportunities 

Business model development usually begins understanding customer needs and from there derive a compelling 

value proposition. For all opportunities finding an appropriate business model for the idea determines the 

anticipated value contribution from a new product, its services and possible subscription models. 

6.1.1 The Customer Input 

Companies with long-standing 

customer intimacy will know at least 

some improvements are aired 

repeatedly by loyal customers.  

Systematic analyses on customer churn 

when being less intimate with the 

market, may prove difficult getting to 

know why customers turn to a 

competitor for their next purchase. 

Statistics as presented in Figure 14 

indicate almost 2/3 of all features are rarely or never used – but how to justify the need of enhancing and 

improving those functions adding value? 

6.1.2 IoT Trends 

The continuous assistance from Moore’s Law – still cheaper electronics, connectivity and advanced data analysis – 

allows for amassing and scrutinising insights from the product itself reporting back usage preferences by 

integrated sensor technologies.  

Figure 14: Share of features used by costumers. Source Standish Group (2002). 
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6.1.3 Current products and near field 

Companies may have experienced niches where new market entrants or players from adjacent businesses start 

carving out their existing business value – thus conclude it is time for fighting back and bring more value to loyal 

customers by servicing unaddressed needs. 

6.1.4 Mashup 

An opportunistic idea might appear out of thin air by adding completely unrelated entities. A company servicing 

solar panels on domestic buildings may connect the installations to measure real-time power output and surface 

temperature for performance logs. Their data grid constitutes an accurate indication of the local weather which 

may prove valuable as instant feedback to meteorological services. 

6.2 Ideation on opportunities 

Glaze offers a structured ideation process guiding customer companies through a range of workshops to identify 

and consolidate the most profitable opportunities identified. Work packages are steps through the phases of the 

generic business modelling process depicted below Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15: Structured ideation flow of a Glaze business case selection process. 

6.2.1 Activities and deliveries 

Explicitly we help initially considering the value proposition for all key stakeholders (e.g., users, customers, and 

partners) and suggest the methods of how to test and evaluate the proposals. Our workshops focus on engaging 

internal competencies who will co-create a vision of change necessary to win. 

On Figure 15 the IoT-Inspiration Workshop will provide inspiration on what is possible with IoT-systems and form 

a base for classifying identified opportunities. After this Workshop interviews of representatives of specific IoT-

opportunities will be held to carry out an IoT-Assessment Report. 
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The IoT-Assessment Report serves as decision gate for deciding whether further exploration of IoT-opportunities 

should be carried out or not. 

Opportunity Identification Workshop is only carried out if the IoT-Assessment Report recommends further 

exploration of the IoT domain. In this workshop IoT-opportunities are ranked and classified so that the most 

suited opportunities can be identified for further exploration. 

Initial solution descriptions are conducted for selected opportunities from the Opportunity Identification 

workshop. 

Based on the Initial Solution Descriptions opportunities are further refined and ranked. 

Hence next step, after the Initial Business Cases that is part of the Refinement activity, is to undergo Exploration 

activities, which in short means to develop early pilot-projects as input to final business cases. 

6.3 Ideation – and evaluating the outcome 

Glaze will assist in screening for relevant business models and setting up experimentation leading your company 

from the ideation phase into a preparation of viable product or service proposals. Inspiration can unfold from 

examining adjacent or completely different markets and it is perfectly acceptable to copy with pride – others will 

do so anyway in your absence. The aforementioned sets of business model patterns act as inspiration. 

In an IoT context, one should distinguish between the local ROI, directly generated through the IoT solution (e.g., 

via hardware sales, service subscriptions) and the overall impact of the new IoT product/service on the company’s 

business case (through offering differentiation, improving operational efficiency, etc.). Thus, even with a negative 

local ROI, the additional funding required might be the cost to compete from an overall company perspective. 

The effort to create new business and service products will require a Coalition of Change to steer the governance 

of the entire lifecycle redesign. The change leadership assisted by Glaze can define and communicate the vision 

for the new ventures and make sure quick wins are announced to leverage and anchor the change to sustain in 

the corporate culture. 

So far this document has focused on the business drivers and only briefly touched upon changes in architecture 

and design. Glaze can assist in tailoring product development processes and the needed organisation to deliver, 

e.g. revamping the sales process from handling artefacts to hi-tech selling support including guided installation, 

setup and providing automated feedback to product management.  

Further details on the offering from Glaze throughout all process steps – business innovation, architecture, 

process, and organisation – are available upon request. 
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Technology Fundamentals 

This section is meant as an introduction to some of the technical terms and structural elements referred to, when 

describing components constituting a connected industry. Selecting the optimal components and connections will 

be based on thorough evaluation by Glaze’s senior advisors. 

1. Connectivity: Numerous ways exist to connect sensors and data-infrastructure devices to suit industrial 

and commercial needs. This chapter lists benefits of a range of methods and principles. 

2. System Components: The architectural stack shown as a block diagram representing the flow of data: 

From a sensor measuring the real world via a connecting network to data clouds storing and visualising 

enriched business data. 

3. Eco-systems: Consider the benefits when teaming up in specialised areas or allowing niches where 

cooperation is mutually beneficial. Shared data may build a more robust market. 

4. Security: The risk of exposing own or critical customer data and thus risking devastating consequences for 

own business. The area requires professional assistance to counter hostile attacks. 
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7 Connectivity  

Every single thing – or device – on the Internet of Things will be connected. However, to save power or 

transmission cost the connected devices may only intermittently exchange data packages, or items may stream 

data continuously at a suitable speed - either over a fixed line or wirelessly.  

In a Peer-2-peer system every device can initiate the call to another item connected. Each device will know the 

addresses of other equipment. In client/server systems the client is waiting for a call from the server to respond 

to. 

7.1 Network Structure (Topology) 

Wired systems are often organised in a Star topology connecting a group of items to one central hub likewise 

internet devices connected to a router. A star of stars constitutes a structure in larger networks.  

The number of connections required can be reduced by connecting along a Daisy Chain topology where every 

device is listening for relevant messages on a common bus routed from one device to the next in a chain. 

Wireless systems can apply the Star topology where a single device forms the common access point – such as a 

base station for mobile phones within range, or a WiFi network with connected devices. 

A further advantage of wireless systems is the ability to connect to any item within vicinity in a so-called Mesh 

topology. The routing for transmitting between two devices may vary dependent on the present signal strength, 

availability or power priorities. The robustness is much higher than in a strictly hierarchical network if the 

connection dynamically can be optimised by re-routing through the mesh. 

7.2 Wired connectivity 

In certain environments a wired connection will be considered more stable, less noise sensitive and the 

electronics less expensive – besides the cost of rolling out and maintaining the wiring. Several wired connectivity 

solutions have been optimised towards commercial or industrial purposes. USB and an industrial Profi-bus 

(Siemens proprietary standard) are typical examples of wired connectivity. Analog (older) sensors may simply be a 

measurement of a variable resistance or inductance through a wire. 

7.2.1 Bandwidth of wired connectivity 

Internet equipment without the need for portability is cabled via 8-wire Ethernet and a RJ45 connector one cable 

from the router to each of the devices. The hub or switch can detect the supported bandwidth of each device. 

Figure 16: Three different ways to connect multiple devices in a network 
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Cabled connectivity is available through a selection of multiple technologies. High-speed connections are 

obtained via fiber optic cable with a laser-diode and a light sensor in each end of the fiber. The speed is higher 

than through coaxial cables, which in turn offers higher bandwidth than twisted paired wires, of which there are 

four sets in an Ethernet cable. A metallic screen wrapped around the cable may shield the system from electrical 

noise and allow higher bandwidth.  

Parallel connections establishing one physical wire per bit in an e.g. 16 or 32 bit address system are seen between 

system component in computer systems. 

7.3 Wireless connectivity  

Several good reasons justify abandoning the wire and instead connect devices wirelessly. 

The rationale may be combinations of remote access or lack of physical infrastructure, 

need for mobility, convenience when installing without the laborious wiring, or simply 

avoiding damaging the wire. Wireless connectivity is based on transmission of radio 

waves, where a high frequency carrier wave is modulated as if a light source changes 

colour slightly in a recognisable pattern. Certain systems divide a time-slice for each 

device gaining access, others use variations in frequency (channels) or coding form. 

The higher frequency the higher data rate is possible to transmit. However, lower frequencies usually penetrate 

building elements like concrete walls more easily. The data rate and necessary signal strength for staying 

connected constantly or intermittently have a strong impact on power consumption. Figure 17 shows a compact 

wireless module for soldering directly onto a printed circuit.  

A comprehensive list of all available wireless technologies is available at https://www.link-

labs.com/blog/complete-list-iot-network-protocols. 

7.3.1 Long Range Cellular 

The 3G, 4G (or Long Term Evolution LTE) network is divided into cells within each a large 

number of mobile products share access to the same base station. When the mobile device 

is moving or the signal is degraded, the device tries connecting to the nearest base station 

in reach (Figure 18). IoT or M2M (machine2machine) optimised cellular radio units can be 

commanded into deep sleep for minimal power consumption and then waking up for 

transmitting a burst of data when required. New Narrow Band standards NB-IoT and LTE-M 

are specialised sub-specifications offering power saving and lower bandwidth on the 

existing cellular network for applications requiring less expensive equipment than a 

standard mobile connection. A M2M network over Cellular comes with subscription and 

data rate cost. 

7.3.2 Low Power Wide Area Network 

LP-WAN systems optimise range but minimises bandwidth and power dissipation when transmitting. For instance 

a Sigfox signal will connect up to hundreds of kilometres in direct line of sight from the base station. The 

transmission is using an ultra-narrow-band principle only sending 12 bytes per message and up to 140 messages a 

day to minimise the load of many units connected. 

LoRa is another proprietary network currently rolling out worldwide with low power dissipation. The protocol can 

be implemented on the radio spectrum allocated regionally for open applications.  

Figure 18: mobile terminal 

in coverage of two cells 

Figure 17: Wireless module 

https://www.link-labs.com/blog/complete-list-iot-network-protocols
https://www.link-labs.com/blog/complete-list-iot-network-protocols
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7.3.3 Short range Wireless Area Network (WLAN) 

WiFi – a Wireless Access Point is sharing a connection between devices having logged in using ID & Password. The 

WiFi router is typically connected via Ethernet to the network backend. The router in the star topology decides 

the network activity of each device in the network. 

Alternatively two devices may engage in a direct network structure where each can initiate the communication to 

another device. They may then change frequency to avoid interference from others communicating on the same 

channel. 

7.3.4 Short Range wireless connectivity for small devices 

Bluetooth was originally defined to support different purposes each guided by a specific profile, for instance audio 

transmission to speakers or headsets. Lately newer profiles specify IoT specific data transmission of e.g. biometric 

parameters as blood pressure or glucose content.  

Bluetooth release BLE-4 has special attention to optimisation for low energy (LE) demand in small battery 

operated devices. Bluetooth devices are often bridged via a master device to another network type such as WiFi 

or Ethernet for overcoming the short-range barrier when connecting individual rooms or larger areas. 

Profibus and other legacy wired standards are replacing the physical layers and moving into wireless to reuse 

existing communication protocols and logic without the need for a wire. 

Other purely wireless standards developed for consumer or industrial applications include Zigbee, Z-Wave, 

EnOcean, Thread, 6LowPAN etc. all short range high bandwidth for connecting devices. 

7.3.5 Contact less / near field technologies 

Near Field Communications (NFC) was designed for sending small data bursts, for instance credentials for financial 

transactions or exchanging identification prior to establishing a connection over e.g. BT or WiFi. 
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8 System architecture layers 

The Internet of Things connects the physical world to data servers in the digital world and presents a value to the 

customer. A simple model to illustrate the logic is presented below. 

 

The physical Thing can reside anywhere as a fixed device – e.g. factory machinery – or a moving object – e.g. 

refrigerated containers. Sensors register a physical property on the physical thing such as temperature or 

mechanical position of a piece of moveable machinery. Actuators are operating the Thing, acting on digital 

control commands to open, turn, cool, move etc. the Thing. Often layer 1 & 2 are integrated and run an 

autonomous closed loop control system to steer for instance servo mechanisms or maintaining the set point 

temperature by operating a hot water valve. 

Data collected by sensors and control commands from the Digital Service are sent and received through the 

connectivity layer, which will be selected to cover the physical distance of the transmissions and optimal 

bandwidth needed for the purpose. Connectivity can be divided into e.g. local wireless connectivity on the site 

then using public internet for connecting to the servers in the digital world.  

The installation in the physical world is also referred to as The Edge. 

In the digital world, The Cloud, data are stored and normalised to enhance digital raw formats with informative 

metadata and supplementary information such as time stamp, location tag, sample rate, etc. hosted on a central 

computer system. “Cloud” is just another term for very scalable Server farm but the word indicates an abstraction 

of minor concern to where processing is conducted as long as the end user is experiencing the desired output on 

a dedicated PC, tablet, or mobile terminal. 

Analytics models data using common statistic tools such as trend lines, mean, variance further enhanced by 

applying correlation and regression algorithms – all with the purpose of learning patterns and later compare 
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those across data sets. Different training methods for prediction are applied until the model achieves a desired 

level of accuracy on the training data. 

The Digital Service presents data as direct readouts - timelines, gauges, heat maps, etc. - as well as visualising 

those patterns learnt during analytics. This can be presented as large display dashboards or sent to a handheld 

device for direct customer or operator interaction. 

A factory quality operator can now from a dashboard watch a colour map of components indicating the risk it 

soon fails based on their manufacturing history compared to years of experience the machinery supplier has 

collected from similar parts across a world-wide install base. 

The paragraphs below exemplify further or elaborate on certain characteristics to consider for each layer: 

8.1 Physical things 

The device or apparatus having a physical presence: Electrical conveyer belt, hydraulic position servo, automatic 

door, drainage pump, blood pressure meter. It is the entity which must be measured or controlled. 

8.2 Sensors/actuators 

Sensors send out an electrical signal as a reading of Position, Temperature, GPS module, Power Dissipation, 

Pressure, Vibration, Sound, etc. 

Actuators consume energy to move or activate Air Valves, Hydraulics, Electrical Motor shafts, Servo Mechanisms, 

Drainage Pumps, Vibrators, etc. 

8.2.1 Energy scarcity 

Sensors in remote places may be restricted by very low power available at the measurement point. At any time 

new ways of minimising maintenance of deployed devices including replacement of batteries are researched, 

which have led to the advent of advanced energy harvesting principles: a piezo-element generating power from 

squeezing can catch minimal movements to generate power for a sensor and transmitter; a sensor on a unit with 

a distinct temperature difference can harvest energy via the Peltier-effect. Yet other devices are striving to collect 

solar energy for a sealed battery not due for replacement in 10 years’ time. 

8.2.2 IoT-relevant components cost erosion 

Certain components are prone to a dramatic volume boost in the market as other domains pick up the 

functionality sparking initially shortage then a fierce competition leading to heavy price erosion. The array of 

sensors deployed in smartphones such as accelerometers, digital compass, GPS receiver, medium- and high-

definition camera, light sensors, microphones, etc. provide a rich source of opportunities for interfacing to 

industrial or customer equipment for any other purpose. 

Once becoming a common feature in the smartphone domain (the 1 billion LTE smartphone shipment mark was 

surpassed in 2016) a component such as an accelerometer is available at approximately 0.50 USD – in the 1980ies 

the cost was above 500 USD a piece.  
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8.3 Data collection 

Data collection establishes a buffer between the measurements from sensors and the connectivity used for 

forwarding the data. The bandwidth may not be the same, or other data may be bundled before forwarding. 

Further the data collection point can perform initial calculations or controls on the data and actuators linked. 

8.3.1 Experimentation devices 

For experimentation and business verification purposes a suite of general modular 

devices are available connecting via standard interfaces to sensors and performing 

data handling/transmitting. This simplifies connecting to external sensors and a 

choice of wireless connectivity. An intuitive software environment (SDK) supports 

fast experimentation and remote update deployed to devices on site or in a lab. 

A bit geekier experimental approach is to acquire a stand-alone computing board, 

e.g.  C.H.I.P. (9 USD); Raspberry Pi Zero (from 5 USD). As the centrepiece of a vast 

array of inventions based on Linux, Windows-10 or other COTS Operating Systems 

the ecosystem is extensive but fragile and meant for continued exploration to gain 

advantage of already public domain drivers, etc. 

8.3.2 Control loop 

No matter how reliable and fast the connection would be on a 4G/LTE network, the control of a nuclear power 

plant would never be controlled via a remote connection – the consequences if disrupted would be fatal. 

Very short response times are required for controlling time critical systems as automated closed loops regulating 

and balancing sub-systems, e.g. timeliness of a factory conveyer belt’s speed to synchronise with other process 

steps.  

Overall control of the system – such as changing the reference temperature set point – is independent of accurate 

timeliness and can happen from a distance on an operator dashboard or a knob to control the process. 

The outer monitoring loop is not directly involved in controlling, rather supervising and reacting to observations 

over time, e.g. monitoring the mean and variance of temperature stability, comparing across all temperature 

sensors; benchmarking energy usage with indoor comfort across floors or buildings; and subsequently from best 

practice suggest corrective actions on the system control. 

8.4 Connectivity (Digital infrastructure) 

Dedicated data transmission protocols have been developed and optimised with the purpose of minimising 

energy consumption and only transmitting a minimum amount of information in networks where devices can 

assume sleep mode and wake up when necessary. 

Billions of compact radio modules, protocol logic and antennas deployed across handheld devices allow for 

equipping IoT devices with short (NFC, Bluetooth), medium (WiFi), or long range (3G, LTE) connectivity available 

as integrated modules at very low cost.  

The digital infrastructure should be optimised for the full route from initially connecting a simple sensor towards a 

hub or router, which in turn is linking the connectivity towards the servers and cloud functionality. Multiple 

systems may be deployed to complement the requirements of the entire site. 

Figure 19: Connectivity Interface Box 
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A manufacturer of a standard wireless module highlights: “The ideal for IoT applications and devices, it includes 

various features such as smart utility metering, smart payment and point-of-sales Systems, and is capable with 

wearable devices, like action cameras. With end-to-

end security features such as secure boot, transport 

layer, and more, it ready for the LTE World.” 

Designing a robust digital infrastructure requires 

analysis and decisions on 1) selecting modules for 

optimal data capacity versus cost to 2) market 

demands and to 3) cover constraints across regional 

regulation 4) connecting in different geographies 5) 

across shorter or longer distances, through 

obstacles, etc. 

Figure 20 represents a hypothetical example of 

connecting moveable machinery with sensors on a factory floor within short range wireless ZigBee mesh 

networks. Those in turn are connected via WiFi to both tablets and the cabled (Ethernet) cloud servers via public 

internet. 

8.5 Cloud  

The market of cloud providers is developing and maturing fast. Cooperation and eventually consolidation are 

happening continuously with frequent 

announcements of alliances and/or acquisitions of 

smaller providers. 

Figure 21 presents Forrester Research’s view of 

current “breadth of protocol support and cloud 

integration, the strength of the management 

console for managing virtual devices using a rules-

based engine, support for developers through 

SDKs and prebuilt applications, and the platform’s 

identity and access management functions. 

Forrester also examined each platform’s capacity 

for analytics, including advanced capabilities such 

as predictive analytics, augmented reality, and 

edge analytics.  

“On the strategic axis Forrester assessed each 

vendor’s strategic positioning as a factor of several 

evaluation criteria, including planned 

enhancements, geographic reach and the 

robustness of its partner ecosystems. 

“On market presence, Forrester indicates the 

relative ranking of the vendors in the areas of customer installation, geographic client distribution and dedicated 

employee resources.” 

Figure 20: Example infrastructure combining several connectivity technologies 

Figure 21: Forrester: Strategic drive versus current (Q4 2016) offering. 
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8.5.1 Cooperation & Consolidation 

Trending is cloud providers teaming up to dominate business verticals based on the original characteristics of 

each supplier.  

For instance, General Electric is cooperating with Microsoft to combine GE’s digital transformation consultancy on 

industrial equipment with Microsoft Azure database & BI platform and the ability to deploy infrastructure 

remotely. 

Cisco traditionally delivers networks infrastructure & connectivity components and combined with IBM’s backend 

and Watson advanced analytics they complement each their specialties. 

For several hospitals Cisco and GE join forces to improve patient and asset optimisation to reduce waste of 

displaced articles and dormant or non-optimised use of equipment – cooperation between the large suppliers is 

mixed and matched across industries and verticals. 

PTC (lifecycle management SW) acquired ThingWorx together with Axeda, both individually adding solid 

experience from industrial IoT and bringing in a component platform of easy mashup and visualisation with 

statistical components respectively. Later ColdLight Machine Learning and predictive analytics has been added to 

the portfolio. 

In comparison Amazon or Google, whose services tend to be delivered solely by their public clouds, offer minor 

experience with physical devices on the edge. Recent collaboration between Amazon and Salesforce has been 

announced.  

8.5.2 Selection criteria examples 

Selecting a commercial cloud service requires a thorough analysis of the demands and priorities of the business to 

be supported. The following is a sample list of criteria to consider: 

Geography, local instances globally: Local legislation may demand personal data retained inside domestic data 

storage only. For other data types faster response rates and data redundancy are strengthened by cloud storage 

localised on the same continent. 

Flexibility between Cloud and the Edge: Protocol support for both short-range and wireless connectivity options. 

The ability to deploy a ‘hybrid’ or ‘local’ cloud, i.e. perform time critical calculations on computational units closer 

to the devices to guarantee latency and stability (e.g. off-shore wind turbines or cargo ships). Further, for scarcely 

connected Industrial IoT plants minimise the risk of data-loss if data transfer is disrupted. Reduce transfer load if 

the cost of data is high.  

Development and experiments tools support: Software Development Kit (SDK) for modelling fast data analytics 

and drag-and-drop visualisation with user interaction modules. Otherwise will low level coding be necessary? 

Advanced analytics & AI: Those terms cover across a vast span; from standard statistical analytics to automatic 

(supervised or unsupervised) pattern recognition and learning algorithms building confidence on still larger sets of 

apparently uncorrelated data. Certain cloud providers assign almost human traits to their learning capabilities. 

Scalability: How does the supplier treat companies with simple sand-boxed experimental data sets; how to 

increase load and support when rolling out broader deployment; and how to cap cost and branding large scale 

operations globally? 
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One-stop shopping and support: The ability to offer support and mitigate problems across external territories. 

Will the supplier proactively assist in finding errors outside their own specific business domain? 

Integration with production Master Data: The ability to link to (e.g. SAP) Master Data from the production 

logistics for integration with lifecycle management of each product manufactured represented by digital twin 

functionality. 

API management: Interfacing to external sources (in/out) of e.g. weather data, map data aligned with fleet 

management, mashup of specific data sets from 3rd parties or supporting a platform for 3rd party data brokering. 

Business models & cost structure: Basically all of the above characteristics and functionality may impact the price 

model of the cloud supplier: data collected (sample rate, number of data items, average/peak bandwidth, etc.), 

total storage space, background (cold data) analysis, real-time (hot data) analysis, complexity of analysis & 

presentation needs, deployment and redundancies across geography, development support versus tools support, 

etc. 

 

 

Glaze Cloud Comparison 

Glaze offers a market scan of relevant cloud providers and their relevance for 

the business verticals of our customers. Further the integration of the cloud 

provider and digital infrastructure required to optimise the digital services 

offer as a result of a concluded Opportunity Refinement Workshop with a 

selected case to investigate in the market. 
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9 Eco-systems: Make, Buy and Partner 

Establishing an economically healthy win-win solution can boost an entire sector or business vertical. Teaming up 

with suppliers can be like an open invitation (think Android) to contribute for the overall growth of the niche, or 

by defining a walled garden for special invitees (think iOS). 

9.1 Make or Buy 

A traditional R&D-driven company will often tend to develop and manufacture entirely new equipment for a new 

business endeavour. However, the value returned from creating own digital solutions cannot keep up with the 

pace of the outside world refining already mature instances of almost same capabilities. While writing line by line 

of code for a system component driver, someone else is creating value exponentially from COTS equipment and 

integrating modules in SDKs for business relevant experimentation. 

Instigating organic growth to catch up on a new domain – such as a mailbox manufacturer developing electronics 

and internet controlled locks – will be outsmarted and outnumbered by existing external knowledge. Strategic 

supplier partnerships or M&A would boost the experience within the domain required for a faster market catch-

up. 

9.2 Enable partnering 

Between internal R&D teams sets of APIs (Application Program Interface) specify how software & hardware 

components should interact. Subsequently different teams can work with functional modules of clearly specified 

transfer of parameters and functional logic. Further, a strategic approach to sharing and licensing access to 

certain business-enhancing APIs can manage how external developers contribute to, expand, or utilise otherwise 

internal and proprietary functionality. 

9.3 Build Eco-systems 

A web service like Yelp did not consider developing maps and update services in-

house. Yelp displays their local business reviews on top of a generic map service, 

provided initially by Google Maps. The ability to add functionality on top of existing 

digital maps is made possible due to well defined APIs to integrate the two sets of 

functionality. Later Yelp switched their API compliance to Apple Maps (Figure 22), a 

late market entrant, for a co-branded partner strategy strengthening their presence. 

Multiple companies can benefit from eco-systems – like the entire PC manufacturing 

sector – from developing services based on common sets of APIs.  

  

  

Figure 22: Apple Maps & Yelp 
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